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Abstract 

We survey a number of important results concerning aggregation of dynamic, 
stochastic relations. We do not aim at a comprehensive review; instead, we fo
cus heavily on the results collected in Forni and Lippi (1997). We argue that the 
representative-agent assumption is misleading and the microfoundation of dynamic 
macroeconomics should be based on explicit modeling of heterogeneity ac.,oss agents. 
An unpleasant ascpect of this modeling strategy is that macroeconomic implications 
ofmicro theory are difficult to obtain. However, difficulties are reduced by large num
ber results. Moreover, puzzling implications of existing theories could be reconciled 
with empirica! evidence on macra data. 

Keywords: Aggregation, heterogeneity, representative agent, linear stochastic pro
cess, dynamic factor mode!. 

l. Introduction 

This paper reviews some important results on aggregation of linear stochastic dy
namic models employed in macroeconomics. A comprehensive discussion is beyond 
our purposes, so that some interesting contributions will not be mentioned. Rather, 
we report mainly results by ourselves, illustrateci in detail in Forni and Lippi (1997). 
Rigour is not our primary concern here. Exposition is based on simple examples, 
with a hint to generalizations, so that a non-specialist reader may get an idea of 
the problems, the difficulties and extant results. Nonetheless, we assume that the 
reader is acquainted with elementary theory of ARIMA stochastic processes and the 
notation based on the lag operator L. 

The framework in which our aggregation problem arises is Standard Macroe
conomics of aggregate consumption, incarne, investment, employment. This field 
has been dominateci in the last two decades by two, not necessarily conflicting, ap
proaches. The first is New Classica! Macroeconomics, which is characterized by the 
strong prescription that models linking observable variables must be derived from 
microeconomic first principles, and in particular that the dynamics of such models 
must be a consequence of intertemporal optimization, rather than ad hoc superimpo
sition to a static maximization scheme. The second is based on VAR and Structural 
VAR models, in which estimation of a relatively theory-free statistica! mode! comes 
first, while theory enters at the identification stage. 1 

We shall focus mainly on the former approach, but the latter is also discussed 
briefly in Section 7. We will claim that irrespective of which approach is taken 
up, interpretation of dynamic macroequations encounters a very serious aggregation 
problem: when heterogeneity of agents is allowed, an important change of dynamic 
shape is likely to occur between micro and macra equations. Basic properties of the 
micro mode! do not hold in genera! far the macromodel: far instance, micro cointe
gration does not imply macra cointegration, lack of Granger causality in the micro 
mode! does not imply the same property at the macra leve!, static microequations 
may be transformed by aggregation into dynamic macroequations. 

As a consequence, overidentifying restrictions produced by the theory cannot 
be tested directly using aggTegate data. This is unpleasant, since the difficulties 
involved in formulating a macra mode! are increased. Aggregate implications of 
micro theory can only be found by explicit modeling of heterogeneity, which is likely 
to require a lot of additional information with respect to the traditional strategy. 
On the other hand, there is also a pleasant implication: existing models which are 
at odds with aggregate data under the representative-agent assumption could be 
reconciled with empirica! evidence. 

Though we will not make specific mention of all of the following authors or 
works in the sequel, our genera! ideas are close in spirit to Granger (1980, 1987, 
1990), Hildenbrandt (1994), Lewbel (1992, 1994), Liitkepohl (1982, 1984), Pischke 
(1995), Stoker (1982, 1984, 1986), Trivedi (1985). 

. 
1 

For a vast treatment of models based on dynamic objective functions and rational expec
~at10ns see Hansen and Sm·gent (1991). A simple presentation of the main topics can be found 
m Sargent (1987). On Structural VAR models, see Bernanke {1986), Shapiro and Watson (1988) 
Evans (1989), Giannini (1992). ' 
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present a most simple ex
ampie of the micro-macro effect that we want to illustrate in this paper. We have 
a microequation linking an independent to a dependent variable. The microequa
tion is static, while the independent variable is autocorrelated: if heterogeneity in 
the microparameters is allowed, the microequation linking the aggregate dependent 
variable to the aggregate independent variable is dynamic. The example in Sec
tion 2 is highly artificial. In Section 3 a more realistic mode! for the independent 
variables is discussed. The mode! is based on the distinction between common and 
idiosyncratic components. When the number of individuals is huge, common com
ponents survive aggregation whereas idiosyncratic components are washed away. 
Recent empirica! work is reported, in which it is shown that major macroeconomic 
variables are driven by severa! common components. In Section 4 we give a defi
nition of micro and macromodels that is genera! enough to accommodate most of 
the models employed in the literature. We show that the macroparameters are an
a!ytic functions of the deep microparameters. As a consequence, restrictions on the 
macroparameters either hold on the whole microparameter space or hold only on 
a subset of zero Lebesgue measure. An application of this Alternative Principle is 
given in Section 5, where we show that cointegration of micromodels does rtot imply 
macra cointegration, apart from negligible subsets of the microparameters space. I~ 
Section 6 we review an important case in which aggregation has a positive effect. 
Permanent-income theory of consumption under rational expectations is at odds 
with aggregate empirica! evidence when the representative agent is assumed. Two 
well-known inconsistencies are "excess sensitivity" and l:excess smmothness,'. How
ever, allowing far some heterogeneity and assuming limited information, aggregate 
data can be reconciled with the theory. In Section 7 we show some unpleasant con
sequences of aggregation on Granger non-causality and the interpretation of VAR 
models. Section 8 concludes. 

2. An Example: A Dynamic Macroequation with a Static Microequation 

Let us begin with a short review of the theoretical steps involved in the formulation 
of a typical "microfounded" partial-equilibrium macroeconomic mode!. 
(i) A quadratic intertemporal optimization problem far an economie agent is set 
up and solved; the result is a linear equation linking the dependent variable Yt to 
the expect.ed future values of the indepenendent variable x, and possibly the lagged 
values of both variables; 
(ii) A stochastic linear dynamic equation far x, is specified. The example 

(l) 

with u, white noise, will be useful t.o fix ideas. Assuming rational expectations, 
equation (l) is used to replace the expected futme values of x, with present and 
past values, leading to an equation like 

Yt = O.Yt-1 + bx, + CXt-1 +Et, (2) 

where only one-period lags have been included far simplicity and Et is a white-noise 
residua!. 
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(iii) The agent following the micro mode! (1)-(2) is assumed to be "representative", 
meaning that mode! (1)-(2) can be interpreted as a macra mode! and therefore can 
be employed directly far estimation and testing with macra data. 

In this paper we depart thoroughly from this microfoundation paradigm. The 
crucial difference is that we drop the representative agent assumption in step (iii) 
and assume instead that agents are heterogeneous. We do not piace special empha
sis on the optimization and the rational expectations steps. Rather, we start by 
introducing heterogeneity in the micro equations (l) and (2): 

Yìt = aiYit-1 + biXit + CiXit-1 + Eit 

Xit = +tLit +aiUit-l· 
(3) 

Then we focus on the following questions: What is the macroequation linking the 
aggregate variables, i.e. Yi = Li Yit and X, = Li Xit ? Can we suppose t.hat i t is 
obtained by simply averaging aver the coefficients of (3)? Unùer which conùitions 
the dynamic properties of the micro models hold true in the macra mode!? 

In genera! the features of the micro models are not preserved at the macro 
leve!. The following example should be sufficient to give the reader an idea of the 
complications arising. Let us assume far simplicity bi = Ci = O aml Eit = O far all i, 
so that we are left with the static, exact micro equations 

( 4) 

Let us assume also that the independent variables of ùifferent agents are orthogonal 
a t any lead and lag, i.e. cov(1Lit, v·.it-k) = O far i io j and any integer k, and 
var(uit) =l far any i. Finally, !et us assume that there are only two agents (or two 
groups of identica! agents), i.e. Yi = Ylt + Y2t and X, = x1t + X2t· Now consiùer the 
static regression of Yi o n X,: 

Yi = AX, +Sì,. 

A simple calculation shows that 

A= a.1(l +ai)+ a.2(l +a~) 
(l+ ai)+ (l+ a~) 

var(Sì,) = (a.1- A?(l +ai)+ (a.2- A?(l +a~) 
cov(Sì, !1,_1) = (a.1- A) 2a1 + (a.2- A) 2 a2 

(5) 

Hence var(Sì,) = O if and only if a.1 = a.2, while cov(Sì,, !1,_1) =O if and only if either 
a.1 = a.2 , or a 1 = a 2 = O. Thus if the behavioral coefficients are heterogeneous, 
and there is some autocorrelation in individua! incomes, a researcher estimating (5) 
will find a non-zero residua! (whereas no residua! is present in the first equat.ion of 
the micromodel (4)) and detect autocorrelation in n,. If our researcher shares the 
common representative-agent attitude, he will conclude that the true relationship 
between the micro counterparts of Yi and X, is a dynamic equation like (2) and 
therefore mode! ( 4) must be rejected. 

We can stop here the analysis of this very simple example. The message is 
that. aggregation of dynamic multi variate models can produce non-trivial changes in 
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the dynamic shape of each single equation. Starting with a static microequation, 
like the first of (4), we may end up with a dynamic equation provided that some 
heterogeneity among the agents is allowed. 2 

3. Independent Variables: Common and Idiosyncratic Components 

The examples in Section 2 are partial equilibrium models, in which one or severa! 
variables are taken as given both from the agents and the researcher. For genera! 
equilibrium models we refer to Forni and Lippi (1997, Chapter 7). Here we sha!l 
dea! only with partial equilibrium models, which are sufficient for our illustrative 
purposes. 

In the latter models, agents may differ for two reasons: because their inde
pendent variables are different, and because their responses to their independent 
variables are different. Let us begin by modeling the differences in independent 
variables. In the example of the previous section we have assumed that the vari
ables .T;t, corresponding to different individuals, are orthogonal at a!lleads and lags. 
Although convenient to simplify calculations, this assumption is far from being real
istic. Incomes of different agents, wages faced by different firms, although different, 
are correlateci both simultaneously and with lags. A natura! way in which ~1oth dif
ference and correlation across individua! variables can be represented is the dynamic 
factor mode! (Sargent and Sims, 1977; Geweke, 1977). 

To fix ideas suppose that the independent variable is income and that Yit is 
income of agent i. A very simple dynamic factor mode! for Yit is 

(6) 
where we assume that: 
(a) U, and l:it are stationary stochastic variables; 
(b) l: i t is orthogonal to Ut-k for any integer k; 
(c) l:it is orthogonal to l;jt-k for any j i i an d any integer k. Indeed, this mode! is 
so simple that it could be confused with a static factor mode!; notice however that, 
although the response of the variables to U, is sta tic, the orthogonality conditions 
are dynamic. The variable U,, the com.m.on factor or com.m.on shock, is a source of 
variation affecting ali micro incomes, even though with different impacts as measured 
by the coefficient bi. The term bi U, will be called the com.m.on com.ponent o[ Yit. 
Changes in U, can represent for instance fiscal or monetary policy changes, as we!l as 
changes in productivity or labor supply that affect the whole economy. By contrast, 
each of the variables l: i t, the idiosyncratic com.ponents, represents events affecting 
only one individuai, like health or luck, and are therefore uncorrelated to one another 
at any lead and lag. 

Mode! (6) can be generalized by introducing more than one common shock and 
add lags in the response of Yit to the common shocks, thus obtaining 

(7) 
2 

The effects of aggregation on the dynamic shape of economie relations have been firstly 
highlighted by Lìppi (1988). The emergence of an "aggregation errar" is studied in detail in Lippi 
and Forni {1990). Similar phenomena can eme1·ge with time aggregation, seasonal adjustment, 
aggregation of unobserved components, omitted variables, errors in variables; see Sims (1971, 1974), 
Tiao and Wei (1976), Nerlove et al. (1979), Liitkepohl (1982), Forni (1990). 
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where çit is orthogonal to Ust-k for any integer k and any s = l, h. Notice that 
we are not assuming that the variables Ust, or the variables l: i t, are white noises. 
However, if the U8t's are assumed to be costationary, mode! (7) can be rewritten as 

(8) 

where ( ult u2, • · • uht) is an othonormal white-noise vector, i.e. var(uit) = l 
for any i, cov(uit, Ujt-k) =O fori i j and any integer k. 

Moreover, since empirica! incomes are non-stationary while income changes are 
stationary, then either we interpret the variables Yit in (8) as deviations from a 
deterministic trend, or we modify (8) in such a way that the stationary RHS drives 
the changes of income: 

(9) 

Factor models like (8) or (9) have been recently employed in macroeconomic 
Iiterature as parsimunious representations when the number of variables is large 
with respect to the number of available observations over time.3 With a small 
number of factors, models (8) or (9) can provide a considerable reduction of the 
number of parameters to be estimateci as compared to an unrestricted VAR mode!, 
in which each of the variables is regressed on itself and lagged values of the others. 
Despite parsimony, mode! (9) is flexible enough to allow for a substantial amount of 
heterogeneity. 

Models (8) and (9) have a very important property when the number of indi
viduals is huge. Let us fix ideas on (8). Formally, it is convenient to assume that 
there exists a countable infinity of agents. We assume also that var(l:it) is bounded, 
i.e. there exists a rea! A such that var(l:it) ::; A for any i. Fina!ly, for simplicity, we 
set a.is(L) = b8 (L) i O for any i and s =l, h. It is easily seen that when n tends to 
infinity the variance of the aggregateci common component 

tends to infinity as n2
, whereas the variance of the aggregateci idiosyncratic com

ponent L~=l ç,', cannot tend to infinity faster than n. Thus, if per-capita income 
Yt = Y,/n is considered, the idiosyncratic component disappears as n gets larger 4 

For large n we have approximately 

or, more in generai, 

3 See for instance Quah and Sargent (1993) and Forni and Reichlin (1995). 

4 This large-numbers effect is well-known for static models, particularly in the finance litera
ture (see e.g. Chamberlain and Rotshild, 1983). Some impor~ant i~pli~ations for aggregation ~nd 
macroeconomics are discussed in Granger (1987, 1990). Form and L1pp1 (1997, Chapter l) provtde 
conditions under which the result can be extended to the dynamic case. 
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where a.,(L) is the cross-sectional average of the ais(L). 

The elimination of the idiosyncratic components has crucial consequences for 
both theory and empirica! work From a theoretical point of view, it provides a nice 
way to reconcile macroeconomics with micro heterogeneity. Individuai variables 
c~rr~sponding :o different agents may be almost orthogonal to one another owing to 
brg rdwsyncratJc components as compared to the common components. Therefore 
individuai variables can be viewed as spanning a vector space with a huge numbe; 
of drmenswns. Nonetheless, this is perfectly consistent with a very basic idea of 
macroeconomic theory-that aggregate variables, rather than depending on al! the 
corresponding microvariables, can be represented as driven by a relatively small 
number of macroeconomic sources of variation. 

Regarding empirica! work, the large-numbers effect can be exploited in order 
to estimate the mode! and to study the problem of how many independent common 
components drive the micro- and the macrovariables. On estimation we refer to 
~orni and Reichlin (1995) and Forni, Hallin, Lippi and Reichlin (1998).5 Regarding 
mference on the number of common shocks, some work can be found in Forni and 
Lippi (1977) and in both of the papers quoted above. 

In Forni and Lippi (1997, Chapter 2) data on incomes and wages relative to US 
states. are employed to show that the number of common components in a repre
sentatwn of the form (9) for individua! incomes is definitely bigger or equa! to two. 
This evidence is at odds with with some recent applied macroeconomic work on 
consumption, in which heterogeneity of incomes is introduced but the micromodel 
contains only one common component (see Section 6). This outcome, i.e. more than 
one common component in individua! major economie series is interesting both per 
se, and because, as we will see, many of the effects of aggregation on dynamic mi
cromodels depend o n (l) heterogeneity of different agents' behaviors, (2) a t least 
two common components driving the independent variables. 

_Now !et us come back to the mutuai orthogonality assumption for the idiosyn
cratrc components. The following two examples show that this condition rules out 
interesting economie models and should be relaxed in some way. 

As a first example, consider an n-industry constant-returns economy, where 
production of industry i at time t is given by the equation 

Yit = diiYit-1 + di2Y2t-1 + · ·' + dinYnt-1 + CiUt + Xit, (lO) 
where 11., is a demand common shock, Xit is an idiosyncratic shock fulfilling the 
orthogon~lity assumption, i.e. cov(Xit, X,;t-k) =O fori l j and any integer k, di.i is 
the quantrty of the 1.-th product necessary as a means of production to produce one 
uni t of the j-th product, the one-period lag on the RHS meaning that i-ndustry i is 
partly producmg to replace means of productions employed by other industries in 
the previous period. Starting with (10) and inverting the input-output matrix we 
obtain an equation like (8): 

Yit = ai(L)v., + çi, 

~ Fo~ni and Reichlin (19~5) propose to estimate the factors and the common components 
b~ usmg stmple averages. Form _an? Reichlin (1997) and Forni, Hallin, Lippi and Reichlin (1998) 
propose procedures based on pnnc1pal components. An estimator which is a linear co b' t' 
of t~e observa?le variables is developed by Stock and Watson (1997) far a static mode! :t~n~~:~ 
vm·ymg coefiic1ents. 
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where 

( ~~:l =(l+DL+D2 L2 + ... ) (~;:l 
t:nt Xnt, 

D being the matrix having dij in piace i,j. However, unlike in (8), unless D is 
diagonal, the assumption çit l_ çjt-k for j l i and any integer k is no longer valid. 
The problem stems from the fact that shocks originated in sector i, while affecting 
direcly only Yit, propagate through the system via the autoregressive linkages. 

As a second example, consider the mode! 

y{, =a{ (L)u1 + b{ (L)v{ +c{ (L)x{,. 

H ere the in come of regioni in nation j is driven by a world-wide shock u1 , a national 
shock v{ and a !oca! shock x{,. A modellike this is employed in Forni and Reichlin 
(1997) in order to study comovements between European regions and to compare 
them with US counties. The national shocks could be accomodateci in mode! (8) as 
common shocks; however, if the number of nations in the mode! is large, parsimony 
would be lost. By contrast, absorbing the national component into the idiosyncratic 
term would violate orthogonality, since the variance-covariance matrix would be 
block-diagonal rather than diagonal. 

Now, if the orthogonality assumption on the idiosyncratic terms is dropped in 
(8) or (9), the theoretical distinction between idiosyncratic and common components 
is lost and boundedness of var(t;it) is no longer sufficient to ensure that the per-capita 
idiosyncratic variance tends to zero. However, mutuai orthogonality and bounded 
variance can be substituted by the following more generai condition. 

Le t L;< be the variance-covariance matrix of the vector ( 6t 6t t:nt ) , n 
and !et ),< be its maximum eigenvalue. If À~ is bounded then the variance of n 

tends to zero as n tends to infinity. This is very easy to show. Indicating by w the 
n-dimensionai vector with ali its components equa! to unity, we have 

The bounded eigenvalue condition has been introduced in piace of the tra
ditional orthogonality assumption by Chamberlain (1983) and Chamberlain and 
Rothschild (1983), in a static context. The resulting mode! is named "approximate 
factor mode!". A somewhat different assumption, based on dynamic eigenvalues 
(Brillinger, 1981), is introduced in Forni and Lippi (1988), where the "approximate 
dynamic factor mode!" is proposed and the representation theorems in Camberlain 
and Rothshild (1983) are generalized to the dynamic framework. 
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4. Micro and Macromodels 

In the previous section we have estab!ished and commented upon a mode! far the 
independent v~riables. H ere ':e give .a generai representation of micromodels Jinking 
dependent to mdependent m1crovanables. 6 Le t us be gin by an example. Assume 
that agent i determines the variable Yit in the following way: 

(ll) 

where. ~i t is an independent variable, d, is a deep parameter, e.g. a parameter of 
the ~tJhty or of th~ production function of agent i, E(-JI,_1) being the expectation 
conditwnal on the mformation set available at time t - 1. Lastly, assume that 

Xit = u, + av.t-1 + ~it 

where v., is a common white noise with unit variance, while ~it is an orcler-one 
icliosyncratic moving average: 

~it = 'T/it + f3i'T/it-1· 
• 

Far simplicity we assume 'T/it ancl '1/jt orthogonal at allleads and lags. The moclel of 
agent > contams four parameters: d,, a, (3, ancl ,.~,, determining both the indepen
dent ancl the depenclent variable. Notice that the parameter a is not agent specific, 
1.e. IS equa! far ali the agents. To salve far the conditional expectation appearing in 
(ll) we have to make some assumption about the set 1,_1 . Two simple alternatives 
are: 

(A) Agenti observes and employs separately both the common and the idiosyncratic 
component of Xit. If this is the case · 

Yit = d,av.t-1 + dif3i'T/it-1 

Xit = u, + aut-1 + 'T/it + /3i'T/it-1· 
(12) 

(B) Agenti observes and employs only the variable x,,, with no distinction between 
the componentsof Yit· If this is the case, in arder to cletermine E(x,t[I,_r) we must 
resort to the umvanate Wolcl representation of xit 

X-it = 1i,t + UUt-1 + 'flit + f3i'f7it-l = Eit + OiEit-1' 

w h ere 6, an cl u;(, = var( c,,) are cleterminecl by the equations 

(13) 

var(x,,) = u:!, (l+ 6,) 2 = l+ a 2 +,.~,(l+ f3f) 

cov(x,,, x,,_1) = ,.;, 6, =a+ ,.~,(3,. (14) 

This syste~ will provi de two reciproca! values far 6i, the o ne smaller than unity in 
modulus bemg the solutwn. Thus we end up with the equations 

Yit = di8iEit-l 

Xit = Eit-1 +0iEit-l, 

6 
For mm·e details see Lippi and Forni (1997

1 
Chapters 6 and 7). 
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i.e., using (13): 
d,8,L 

Yit = l + 8,L ( Ut + aUt-1 + 'T/it + f3i'T/it-1) 
(15) 

Xit = Ut + aUt-1 + 'T/it + f3i'T/it-1· 

We can stop here with this example. What we want to retain is that in both 
cases we end up with a couple of linear dynamic equations linking Yit and Xit to 
the individuai an d common shocks u, an d '1/it, whose coefficients are functions of 
the common and individua] parameters d,, a, (3,, u~,. Under assumption (A) above 
such functions are elementary manipulations, whereas under assumption (B) they 
imply taking the roots of the algebraic system of equations (14). 

Now, these features of our example are quite generai. Even though the micro
models employed as microfoundations of dynamic macromodels can be much more 
complicateci than the example, the generai procedure already outlined at the begin
ning of Section 2 can now be described more precisely: 
(a) One starts with intertemporal objective functions ancl dynamic equations far the 
independent variables, both clepending on deep microparameters . 
(b) Then one must sol ve algebraic equations resulting from the intertemporal opti
mization and possibly from the procedure necessary to obtain the Wold represen
tation of the independent variables (as in the example, case (B)). The coefficients 
of such algebraic equations are simple functions of the cleep microparameters ( as in 
(14)). 
(c) The fina! result is a system of linar clynamic equations, like (12) or (15), linking 
the variables of interest to the micro shocks, whose coefficients result from algebraic 
combinations of the deep parameters and the roots of the algebraic equations just 
mentionecl in (b). 

Thus, sticking far simplicity to the case oftwo variables Yit and Xit, a micromodel 
can be clefined as 
(i) A se t r ç Re x R 8

• This is the aclmissibility region far the microparameters, w h ere 
c is the number of common microparameters while s is the number of incliviclual 
microparameters. We can assume that r is open and connectecl. 
(ii) A function associating with any element of r a system S of linear clynamic 
equations linking the variables Yit and Xit to the common and idiosyncratic shocks. 
The coefficients of system S are rea! functions defined on r, continuous on r an cl 
analytic on r with the exception of a subset of Lebesgue measure zero. 

In the example above we have one common parameter, namely a, so that c= l, 
ancl three· inclividual parameters, namely di, (3, ancl u~,, so that s = 3. A possible 
clefinition far r is given by the constraints l > a > -l, l > (3, > -l, ,.~, > o. 

Moreover, in case (A) the coefficients of (12) are elementary functions of the 
cleep parameters, while in case (B), equations (15) contain both cleep parameters 
and 6,, which is a function of cleep microparameters through system (14). To see 
why in both cases the coefficients of system S are analytic we must recall that the 
roots of algebraic equations are analytic as functions of their coefficients, with the 
exception of those values of the coefficients corresponding to multiple roots. It is 
reasonable to require that multiple roots may occur only far a negligible subset of 
r. Lastly, notice that, accorcling to the above definition, in our example we have 
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two di~erent m~cromodels, depending on whether we make assumption (A) or (B) 
on the mformatwn set ! 1_ 1 , 

Once the micromodel has been defined we must define the macromodel. Let us 
firstly go back to our example. By aggregation over n agents we have 

n n 

Y, = av.,_, L d;+ L d;f3i'7it-l 
i=l i=l 

n 

X,= n( v.,+ "'"t-I)+ L('7it + f3i'7it-I) 
i= l 

in case (A), while in case (B) 

y; _ ~ d;6;L ~ d;o;L 
t-(;;;{ l+ O;L (u, + av.,_,) +(;;;{l+ O;L (ry;, + /3i'7it-I) 

n 

X,= n( v.,+ au,_t) + L('l)it + f3i'7it-I) 
i= l 

The natura! definition of the m.acromodel correspond1·ng t d .o n agents an a given 
micromodel is: 
(I) Assuming for simplicity that r = JRC x JR5, the set 

n times 

r n = JRS X JRS X • • • X JRS XJRC 
' 

is the admissibility set of the macromodel. 
(II) The function, obtained by simply summing both s1'des of the · d 1 . . . . . . mrcromo e asso-
CJatmg W! t h any element p of r n a system AS o[ dynamic equations linking ;, an d 
X, to the common and lo the Jdwsyncratic shocks. The coeflicients of AS are rea! 
functwns defined on rn, continuous on rn, ana]ytic on rn with the exception of a 
subset of Lebesgue measure zero. 

In Section 3 we have seen that the idiosyncratic component becomes negligible 
as compared to the common component when 71 tends to infin1·ty Th · h . . . ' ' . · us, assumrng a 

uge number of agents, we can drop the 1dwsyncratic component in the macromodel 
In our example we find · 

n 

Y, =C'tUt-l L d; 
i= l 

X, = n(u, + au1_t), 

a nel 
n 

y; _ "' d;6;L 
t -L 

1 0 L (u1 + au1_ 1 ) 

i=l + 1' 

X, =n( v.,+ av.1_ 1 ) 

in case (A) and (~) respectively. Notice that clropping the idiosyncratic components 
m the equatwns .JUSt above cloes not mean that the icliosyncratic component does 
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not play any role in the macromodel. This is what happens in case (A), but in case 
(B) the coefficients of the macromodel depend on the O; 's and therefore, through the 
system (14), on a~, and /3;. 

More in generai, when there are h common components we can write the macra
mode! as 

Y, = a,(p, L)ult + az(p, L)v.zt + · · · + ah(p, L)uht 

X, = b, (p, L)ult + bz(p, L)v.z, + · · · + bh(P, L)uh.t 
(16) 

where a5 (p,L) and b5 (p,L), s =l, h, are power expansions in L, whose coefficients 
are functions defined on r n. continuous on r n. analytic on r n with the exception of 
a subset of Lagrange measure zero. 

The property that the coefficients of the power expansions in (16) are analytic 
as functions defined on r n is crucial. For, as we are going to show by some examples 
in the following sections, basic properties like cointegration, Granger non-causality, 
etc., result in simple algebraic relationships between the coefficients of equations like 
(16). And since such coeflicients are analytic on r n• we can resort to an important 
proposition, the Alternative Principle, stating that such relationships hold either 
everywhere on r n or only for a zero Lagrange-measure subset. Equivalently, if we 
may find a point p in r n such that cointegration, Granger non-causa!ity, etc., does 
no t ho l d for p, then cointegration, Granger non-causality, etc., holds only for a subset 
of rn of zero Lebesgue measure. 

5. Cointegration 

The results presented in this section are drawn from Lippi (1988), Gonzalo (1993) 
and Forni and Lippi (1977, Chapter 9). Cointegration has been shown to hold for 
important macrovariables; the consumption-income example, which is discussed in 
the following section, is perhaps the most celebrateci. Let us recai! the definition. 
Let ( y, x 1 ) be a I(l) vector, i.e. ( y1 x,) is non-stationary, but (l- L) ( y1 x,) 
is stationary. The variables Yt and x1 are cointegrated if there exists a rea! c such 
that Yt - ex, is stationary. 

It is natura! to ask whether miCI·o cointegration implies macra cointegration. If 
this is the case, when miCI·o cointegration is a property of the micromodel, testing 
far cointegration on aggregate data would make sense as a test of micro theory. Let 
us consider again a very simple example. Suppose that the micromodel is: 

(l- L)y,, = O;et;lLit + o;(3;u21 + (1- L)a.;1L3t 

(l- L)x;1 = a;v.lt + (3;uz1 +(l- L)b;11.3t· 

For simplicity here we ha ve no idiosyncratic component. Two of the common shocks, 
namely ult and 11.21 , are permanent, whereas the third is transitory. We assume that 
the coeflicients a;, (3;, O;, a; an d b; are the deep microparameters (t h ere are no 
common microparameters). The microvariables Yit an d Xit are cointegrated for any 
i, since Yit- O;x;1 is obtained by integrating (l- L)(a.;- O;.b;)u3t and is therefore 
stationary. Summing aver individuals both sides of the above equation it is seen 
that cointegration of the macrovariables requires the existence of a rea! c such that 

n n n n 

c L a; = L O; a;, (17) 
i= l i= l i=l i= l 
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There are two important cases in which a c fulfilling (17) exists: 
(a) If 6; = 61 for any i and j. In this case c= 6;. 

(b) If there exists a T su~h that ,6; = ra; for any i. In this case c= L; 6;a;/ L; a;. 
The. ec~nomJC mean~ng of the above conditions is simple. If x, is consumption 

and Yit IS mcome, condrtwn (a) means that al! agents share the same Jong-run 
propensrty to consume. O n the other hand, when condition (b) holds, the shocks 
"'' and 1t2t are 'redundant', this meaning that al! incomes are driven by the shock 
"H +ru2t· This in turn implies that al! individuai incomes are paiwise c~integrated. 

More generally, ifa c fulfilling (17) exists then 

n n n n 

L 0;,6; I>"' = L O; a; L ,6;, 
ì::::::l i=! i=! i=l 

(18) 

which has conditions (a) and (b) as particular cases. Since we have assumed five 
individuai microparameters and no common microparameters, the set r n is an open 
connected subset of lR

5
n. Since (18) describes an algebraic hypersurface in JR5n, the 

subset of r n fulfilling (18) is negligible. • 

This result is fairly obvious. W e ha ve three parameters (a; an d b; play no role) 
t ha t are locally free to vary with respect to one another (r is an open se t). Then 
w; take ali possible combinations of points of r, and therefore a thick subset of 
lR n. As an easy consequence the points of rn that fulfill (18) forma negligible 
subset. However, a less obvious result is the following theorem which is based on 
the Alternative Principle mentioned in Section 4. Let us modify the example by 
assummg that a;, ,6;, 6;, a; and b; are not deep parameters themselves but functions 
of the deep parameters, i. e. functions defined on r, ana]ytic on r with the exception 
of a neghgrble subset. Then the following results hold: 

(i) Each of the conditions (a) and (b) either holds for the whole r or fora negligible 
subset of r. 
(ii) Ifthere exists a point of r such that neither (a) nor (b) holds, then Y, and x, 
are comtegrated only for a negligible subset of r n· 

(iii) If (a) or (b) holds for the whole r then Y, and X, are cointegrated for any point 
~~. . 

Some remarks are in order. First, the aggregation effect summarized in the theorem 
above, statement (ii), requires that there are at least two non-redundant common 
perm~nent shocks driving the microvariables ( condition (b) can ho l d only for a 
neghgrble subset of r). On the other hand, as we have reported in Section 3 we 
have strong evidence that severa! non-redundant permanent common shocks drive 
the microvariables corresponding to major macrovariab!es. Second, we have already 
observed that the construction of r n consists in taking al! possible combinatio~s 
of agents picked up from r. We impose no restriction whatsoever on the agents 
of a populatwn. ~oreover, many of our results refer to subsets of zero Lebesgue 
measure of r n. Thrs means that we assume a state of profound ignorance about the 
distribution of the microparameters in empirica! populations. If informations were 
available, these might lead to restrictions on the set r n· However, such restrictions 
would not necessarily imply fulfillment of (18). 
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To conclude this section, Jet us go back to the example and introduce the 
following modification: 

Yit = ii;ult + /3;u2t + (l - L )a;u3t 

x,,= a;1t1t + ,6;1t2t +(l- L)b,u3t· 

Here ii;, /3;, a;, ,6;, a; and b; are the microparameters. Now the microvariables Yit 

and x;, are no longer cointegrated, apart from a negligible subset of r. However, 
this does not imply the impossibility of macro cointegration. The condition is 

n n n n 

L ii, L.ei = L/3, La,, 
i::::::l i::::::l ì::::::l i::::::l 

which describes a (6n -1)-dimensional subset of r n> which is 6n-dimensional. Thus, 
unless there is a good reason to assume that condition (a) or (b) holds, macro 
cointegration is not more likely when microvariables are cointegrated than when 
mi ero cointegration do es not occur. 

6. Aggregation is not Necessarily Bad: The Case of Consumption 

There is a very important case in recent literature in which aggregation effects 
contribute to reconciling theory and empirica! evidence. Assume that labour income 
obeys the equation 

6.x, = a.(L)c,, 

where a( L)= l+a1L+a.2L2+· · ·, and Et is a white noise. According to the Life-Cycle 
Permanent-Income theory in its simplest version consumption should obey 

6.c, = a.(,6)c1, 

where ,6 = 1/(1 + r), r being a risk-free interest rate. This is a famous result by 
Hall (1978). There are three remarkable features in Hall's result: 
(l) Consumption changes follow a white noise process ucorre!ated with labour in
come changes at time t - k, for any k > O. 
(2) As noticed by Deaton (1987), if labour income is persistent according to the 
measure proposed by Cochrane (1988), i. e. a.(l) 2 /L a.~, and ,6 is near to unity, then 
consumption is more volatile than income. 
(3) Consu.mption and income changes are driven by the same white noise, so that 
the vector ( 6.x, 6.c, ) has rank one as a stochastic vector. 
( 4) As shown by Campbell (1987), total consumption and income, defined as the 
sum of labour income and asset returns, are cointegrated with cointegrating vector 
(l -l). 

The first three features of Hall's mode! are at odds with aggregate empirica! 
evidence. Consumption changes are positively autocorrelated and correlated with 
past values of income: this fact is known as "excess sensitivity" (F!avin 1981). 
The variance of consumption changes is much smaller than the variance of incarne 
changes; indeed, this is what Friedman's (1956) originai permanent-income theory 
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was designed to explain. At the same time, there is evidence indicating that income 
is persistent. This problem is known as "excess smoothness" of consumption or 
"Deaton's paradox". Lastly, consumption changes forma rank two stochastic vector; 
some evidence on this is presented in Lippi and Forni (1977, Chapter 13). 

Regarding ( 4), evidence is not clear-cut. However, cointegration beetween ag
gregate income and consumption is accepted by severa! authors. 7 

Let us show how a very simple heterogeneity assumption can solve the excess 
smoothness and sensitivity problems. Suppose that income of agent i evolves ac
cording to 

llxit =(l+ aL)u, +(l+ bL)Xit, (19) 

which is a simplification of the example used in Section 4. We suppose that the 
idiosyncratic shocks Xit are orthogonal to one another and that they share the same 
variance: u~, = u~. Notice that there are two common parameters, a and b, no 
indivie! ual parameters and that different incomes differ only for the idiosyncratic 
term Xit· Then assume as in Section 4, Assumption (B), that agenti observes only 
!lx,,, rather than its components. There exist a rea! d, Idi :S l, and a white noise 
~s~t~ • 

llxit =(l+ dL)ry,, =(l+ aL)u, +(l+ bL)xit 

(notice that since a., b and u~ are common, the coefficient d does not depend on i). 
Lastly, apply Hall's theory to agent i to obtain 

ll.x,, =(l+ dL)ry,, =(l+ a.L)u, +(l+ bL)Xit 

l+ d,6 
Ile,,= (l+ d,6)ry,, = l+ dL (l+ a.L)u, +(l+ bL)Xit· 

Indicating by x, and c, per-capita magnitudes we get 

!lx, = (l + a.L )u, 

l+ d,6 
Ile,= 1 + dL (l+ a.L)u,. 

(20) 

In genera! d i' a., so that Ile, is not a white noise and is correlateci with the past of 
!lx,. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that, if d is negative and a. is positive, then 
we have both a persistent income and a smooth consumption. 

What about cointegration? For brevity, we do not introduce explicitly assets 
and total income in the mode!. However, the discussion in the pre~ious Section 
will be sufficient to convince the reader that, despite heterogeneity, cointegration 
is retained in the macro mode!, consistently with empirica! evidence. This because 
in this mode!, by property (4), al! inclividuallong-run propensities to consume are 
equa! to l. 

The possibility that heterogeneity and incomplete information might explain 
the excess sensitivity and/or the excess smootlmess puzzles, has been noted in Lippi 

7 
See for instance Davidson et al. (1978), Campbell and Deaton {1989), Engle and Granger 

(1987). 
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(1990), Goodfriend (1992) and Pischke (1995) 8 In Pischke (1995) an important step 
forward has been obtained by using information coming from micro data. Pischke 
found that mode! (19), estimateci fora USA pane! of household data, provided a pos
itive a., a negative b, and a u~ much bigger than u~, so that negative autocorrelation 
prevails in individua! incomes. As a consequence d is negative, so that per-capita 
consumption changes, according to mode! (20), should exhibit positive autocorrela
tion, posi ve correlation with past income change and low variance, consistently with 
empirica! evidence. 

Although extremely interesting, mode! (20) is a rank-one vector. For that 
matter, only one common shock is present in the micromodel, so that both the 
macrovariables are driven by the same shock. On the other hand, we know that 
only one common shock in individua! incomes is unrealistic. Thus Jet us consider a 
micromodel for incomes with two common shocks: 

Again, we employ the. uni variate representation 

to obtain individuai consumption 

Taking per-capita magnitudes 

!lx,= (l+ ii1L)ult +(l+ ii2L)u2t 

Ile,=.!:. t 1 
+ d,,6 ((l+ ii. 1L)ult +(l+ ii.2L)u2t), 

n . l+ d, L 
t= l 

where iik = I;, a.k;/n. The rank of (!lx, Ile,) is less than two if ancl only if 

( 

l +ii-IL 

det n l+ d,,6 
I;,_ l l+ d, L (l+ a. !iL) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

It is not difficult to get convinced that if the coefficients G.Ji, a.2,, b, and u~, u~ 
have sufficient freedom of variation with respect to one another, then (23) will hold 
only fora negligible subset of r n· Formally, this is an application of the Alternative 
Principle: since (23) is an algebraic equations between the coefficients of (22), and 
since such coefficients are analytic functions defined on r n, apart from a negligible 
subset, then if (23) does not hold for a point p o[ r n it holds only on a negligible 

8 Similar results in an overlapping generation framework are found by Clarida (1991) and 
Cali (1990). 
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subset of r n· On the other hand, under mild heterogeneity conditions, a point 
p E r n such that (23) do es not ho! d is very easy to fin d. 9 

In conclusion, allowing for heterogeneity of agents in a common-idiosyncratic 
micromodel, more than one common shock, and limited information of individua! 
agents, only cointegration is implied at the macro leve! by Hall's mode!, whereas 
the puzzling implications are avoided. Even though severa! alternative solutions for 
these puzzles have been proposed, 10 the one outlined above has the advantage of 
an explicit consideration of heterogeneity and aggregation. 

7. Wold and autoregressive representations of the aggregate vector 

Dealing with cointegration and with the consumption mode! we had only to consider 
representation (16) of the aggregate vector, in which on the LHS we have the aggTe
gate variables and on the RHS the common microshocks. Now, in order to outline 
some further results we need the Wold representation of the aggregate vector. Unlike 
(16), which is structural or semi-structural and has on the RHS a number of shocks 
usually bigger than the number of variables on the LHS, the Wold representation 
has the form 

where: 

Y, = Au (p, L )vlt + Ar2(P, L)vzt 

X,= A21(p,L)v1t +A22(p,L)v2,, (24) 

(l) Aij(p,L) is a power series in L whose coefficients are functions of p E rn. 
Moreover, Au (p, O) = Az2(p, O) = l, A12(p, O) = A2 1 (p, O) =O. 
(2) ( vlt V2t) is a vector white noise. Comparison of (24) to (16) shows that 1111 
and Vzt depend on p; however we do not need to further complicate notation. 
(3) Au (p, L)A22(p, L) -Ar2(P, L )Azr (p, L) does not vanish in the open circle fzf < 1. 

Forni and Lippi (1997, Chapter 10) show that the coefficients of Aij(p, L) are 
continuous on r n and analytic on r n with the exception of a negligible subset. 
Therefore the Alternative Principle,· stated in Section 3, can be applied. Further
more, i t is easily seen that the same Principle can also be applied to the coefficients of 
the power series Bij(P, L) in the autoregressive representation obtained by inverting 
(24), i.e. 

Bu(p,L)Y, +B12 (p,L)X, = vlt 

B21(p,L)Y, +Bz2(p,L)X, = v2,. 
(25) 

This result has important consequences on severa! aggregation problems. Here we 
shall discuss two of them, namely Granger-causality and structural VAR models. 
The fact that causali ty relations are destroyecl by aggregation has firstly b,t'en pointecl 
out in Lippi (1988). Results on VAR moclels are presentecl in Blancharcl ancl Quah 
(1989). Here we follow Lippi ancl Forni (1997, Chapters 11 ancll2), in which further 
references can be founcl. 

Since representation (25) has been obtained by inverting (24), we have that 
Bu (p, O) = B22(p, O) = l, Br2(P, O) = B21 (p, O) = O, i. e. the equations are the 
prjections of Y, and X, respectively on past values of Y, ancl X,. By clefinition, yt 

9 See Lippi and Forni, 1997, Section 13.7. 
1° For a comprehensive review see Deaton (1992). 
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does not Granger-cause X, if Bz1 (p, L) = O, this meaning t ha t past values of Y, do 
not help in predicting X, once the information contained in the past of X, has been 
fully exploited. The Alternative Principle entails that if there exists a p E r n such 
that Y, Granger-causes X,, then the subset of r n where Y, does not Granger-cause 
X, is negligible. 

Now the question is: assuming that Yit does not Granger-cause Xit, can we 
conclude that Y, does not Granger-cause X, ? The answer is negative and an 
illustration of the result can be given by using the example of Section 2: 

Yit = Q,iXit 

Xit = (1 + o:iL)uit. 

Like in Section 2 we assume that the v·it are mutua!ly orthogonal at any lead and 
lag and that there are two agents. The aggregate equations are 

Y, = a 1 (1 + o:1L)v.lt + a.z(l + o:zL)?Lzt 

X,= (l+ o:rL)urt +(l+ o:2L)v.zt· 

The corresponding Wold representation is obtained by normalizing: 

( 
Y, ) = Q ( a 1 (l + o:,L) a2 (l + o:2L)) ( l -az) (a, a.2) ( vlt) 
X, l + o:1L l + o:2L -l a.1 l l v2, 

_Q (a.1 (1 + o:1L)- az(l + o:2L) a.raz(o:r- o:z)L ) (vlt) 
- (o:r- o:2)L a 1 (1 + o:zL)- a2(l +o:, L) Vzt ' 

where Q= (a.1 - a.2 )- 1 . The (2,1) entry of the corresponding autoregressive repre
sentation is 

(a.,- a.2)(l + o:,L)(l + o:zL). 

Thus if a.1 i a2 and o:1 i 0:2 the macrovariable Y, Granger-causes the macrovariable 
X,, even though no such Granger-causation occurs at the micro leve!. Here again 
we see how aggregation effects occur when both the independent variables and the 
responses of the agents are heterogeneous. On the other hand, given a micromodel, 
if there exists a point in r n for which such aggregation effect occurs, that same effect 
occurs almost everywhere in r n. 

Let us now turn to VAR models. Suppose that a VAR is estimateci for the 
macrovariables Y, an d X,: 

B(L) (~J (v")· V2t 

Let A(L) = B(L)- 1 ancl write 

( Y, ) = A(L) ( Vlt) . 
X, Vzt 

Suppose also that accorcling to our theory the variables Y, ancl X, are clriven by 
a supply shock Wrt ancl a demand shock Wz,, ancl that (i) Wlt and W2t have 
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uni t vari ance an d are orthogonal a t any lead an d lag, (ii) the shock Wlt has no 
contemporaneous effect on X,. This is sufficient to identi(y Wlt and W2,, and the 
matrix C (L) such t ha t 

(Y,) =C(L) (W''), 
X, W2t (26) 

where C21 (O) = O. Now assume that the microvariables are driven by h common 
supply shocks and k common demand shocks · 

( Yit) 
Xit (

C]Ji(L) 
C2Ji(L) 

CJ2i(L)) 
C22i(L) 

'lkt 

(27) 

where clli(L) and c2!i(L) are l x h while c21i(L) and c22i(L) are l x k. Moreover, 
assume t ha t c2!i (O) = O, so that our identification criterio n is "correct", i.e. no t 
inconsistent with the underlying micromoclel. Aggregating (27) and using (26) we 
obtain 

EJt 

'lkt 

where wlt an cl W2t appear as linear combination of the Est 's an d the 'lst 's. The 
question is: can we state that Wlt is a combination of the micro supply shocks E 

only,. s~ tha: i t is reasonable to cali Wlt_ an aggregate supply shock, or a mixi;~ 
occms. SJm!larly, c an we state that W2t 1s a demand shock? The answer is that if 
the mixing occurs for one point of r n, then it occurs almost everywhere. Moreov~r, 
~ mild heterogeneity is suflicient to generate the mixing. Thus, under heterogene
Jty, the aggregate supply shock is a combination of both the supply and demand 
microshocks. · 

8. Conclusions 

In this paper we have shown a number of unpleasant aggregation effects. If agents 
are heterogeneous, a macroequation can be dynamic even though the correspond
mg m1croequatwns are static. Cointegration is destroyed by aggregation, unless 
either the micro cointegration coef!icients are equa!, or there is only one permanent 
common shock driving the microvariables. When consumers have limited infor
mation, the cross-correlation and volatility properties of consumption · and income 
changes implied by Hall's mode! are lost at the macro leve!. In generai, unidi
rectional Granger-causality is not robust with respect to aggregation. Lastly, the 
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shocks appearing in a structural VAR representation result from a mixing of both 
corresponding and non-corresponding micro shocks. 

We can summarize ali of these results by saying that when the representative
agent assumption is dropped and heterogeneity among individuals is introduced, 
we cannot expect that a macro mode! shares the same dynamic properties as the 
underlying micro mode!. As a consequence, given an estimateci macroequation, 
we cannot interpret its dynamic shape or other features as revealing something 
about the behaviour of individuai agents. In the same way, if the estimateci macro 
parameters fai! to fulfill the restrictions implied by the micro theory, this is not a 
good reason to reject the micro theory. Thus, on one hand, aggregation is not so 
bad after ali, since theory could be reconciled with evidence, as we have seen for 
the permanent income mode!. But, on the other hand, it should be recognized that 
additional difliculties arise in macroeconomic modeling. In order to obtain testable 
implications at the macro leve!, information on the joint behaviour of individuai 
independent variables is needed. 

Here we have proposed a mode! for the independent variables: the dynamic 
factor analytic mode!, generalized to allow for cross-correlateci idiosyncratic compo
nents. This mode! is flexible enough to accomodate a large amount of heterogeneity, 
while retaining a reasonably parsimonious parameterization. A remarkable feature 
of the mode! is that, when the number of individuals is large, the idiosyncratic com
ponents die out with aggregation. This enormously simplifies things, since microvari
ables moving in a huge-dimensional space are made consistent with macrovariables 
driven by a small-dimensional vector of shocks. 

Unfortunately, long series of individuai data are seldom available, so that in
formation on the number of common shocks and the cross-sectional distribution of 
individua! response functions may be very clifficult to collect. Nevertheless, we do 
not think that such difliculties should convince us to stick to the representative-agent 
practice, which amounts to transforming a complete lack of information about a dis
tribution in the assumption that such distribution is concentrateci on a single point 
of the microparameter space. 
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